LUNAR RADIO TELESCOPES: A STAGED APPROACH FOR LUNAR SCIENCE, HELIOPHYSICS, ASTROBIOLOGY, COSMOLOGY, AND EXPLORATION
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Observations with radio telescopes address key problems in cosmology, astrobiology, heliophysics, and planetary science including the first light in the Universe (Cosmic Dawn), magnetic fields of extrasolar planets, particle acceleration mechanisms, and the lunar ionosphere. The Moon is a unique science platform because it allows access to radio frequencies that do not penetrate the Earth's ionosphere and because its far side is shielded from intense terrestrial emissions. The instrument packages and infrastructure needed for radio telescopes can be transported and deployed as part of Exploration activities, and the resulting science measurements may inform Exploration (e.g., measurements of lunar surface charging). An illustrative roadmap for the staged deployment of lunar radio telescopes is the following.

Stage Ia—One (or a few) antennas on an orbiter: The prime science is to detect the global cosmological signal from the (highly redshifted) hyperfine 21 cm transition of neutral hydrogen that is excited by the ultraviolet and X-ray radiation fields of the first stars and accreting black holes.

Stage Ib—One (or a few) antennas on the lunar surface: It on the near side, the antennas would monitor the lunar ionosphere and track the balance between solar wind-induced effects and interior outgassing of volatile gasses. If on the far side, the antennas would detect and begin studying the highly redshifted 21 cm signal. Deployment could be done either during sorties or telerobotically, and the science measurements from them would be a powerful probe of lunar surface charging. This stage could occur in parallel with Stage Ia.

Stage II—A small telescope on the near side: The prime science is to study particle acceleration within the inner heliosphere, and possibly in astrophysical sources. Such a telescope would be capable of detecting the magnetically generated emissions from solar system planets, and potentially from extrasolar planets. A target number of antennas would be 100, which could be deployed in an extended duration sortie or telerobotically.

Stage III—A large telescope on the far side: Such a telescope would be capable of studying the highly redshifted 21 cm signal from Cosmic Dawn and extending into the Dark Ages. It would also be capable of detecting the magnetospheric emission from extrasolar planets. A nominal number of antennas is $10^5$, distributed over about ten kilometers. Deployment would be largely robotically, though possibly with astronaut oversight.

* NASA Lunar Science Institute
I. THE MOON AS A SCIENCE PLATFORM

Interest in placing a radio astronomical telescope on or around the Moon pre-dates the Apollo missions [1,2]. Two primary features of the lunar surface offer a significant benefit for astronomy at radio wavelengths, particularly at frequencies below 1000 MHz (wavelengths longer than 30 cm). Recognizing these features of a lunar surface radio telescope, a series of workshops and conferences have described preliminary concepts [3,4,5,6,7]. We emphasize that these advantages remain for astronomical observations at radio wavelengths, though recent analyses suggest that, at shorter wavelengths, free-space operations are likely to be superior [8].

1.1 No Human-generated Interference

The majority of the integrated radio power emitted by our civilization is at frequencies below 150 MHz [9]. The FM radio band is at 88–107 MHz, and myriad other signals, both civil and military, are broadcast at these frequencies. At the Murchison Radio Observatory in Western Australia, a government-protected site that is hundreds of kilometers from the nearest major metropolitan area, several FM radio signals are persistently detected at the level of $3 \times 10^{-24}$ W m$^{-2}$ Hz$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ due to reflections from meteors and aircraft [10,11,12,13]. This spectral flux density is only 1% of the dominant emitter in the sky (the integrated emission from the Milky Way Galaxy) and is orders of magnitude stronger than the typical radio astronomical object.

In contrast, the lunar far side is completely shielded from these intense terrestrial emissions. The Radio Astronomy Explorer-2 (RAE-2) and the Apollo Command Modules had radio systems that operated at frequencies below 1000 MHz. Both observed a complete cessation of terrestrial radio emission while in the radio quiet zone above the lunar far side [14]. Moreover, reflections of terrestrial interference from other spacecraft in view of the lunar far side (e.g., at the Sun-Earth L2 point) can be shown to be at a negligible level ($< 3 \times 10^{-33}$ W m$^{-2}$ Hz$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$).

1.2 No (Permanent) Ionosphere

The refractive index of a fully or partially ionized medium (plasma) is a function of frequency and becomes negative below a characteristic plasma frequency. At frequencies below the plasma frequency, an electromagnetic wave is reflected upon incidence. The plasma frequency is $f_p = 9$ kHz ($n_e/10^3$ cm$^{-3}$)$^{1/2}$.

For the Earth’s ionosphere, typical electron densities result in plasma frequencies around 10 MHz, with the specific frequency depending upon a variety of conditions including solar activity and time of day. Observations near and below 10 MHz must be conducted from space, as the ionosphere is not transparent at these frequencies. More importantly, while the plasma frequency is around 10 MHz for the Earth’s ionosphere, non-negligible absorption effects can appear at much higher frequencies, as high as 100 MHz [15], making sensitive observations from the ground problematic.

Finally, the combination of the ionosphere and distant terrestrial transmitters can scatter strong signals into the line of sight of a ground-based telescope, producing interference that would not otherwise be detectable. Because of ionospheric refraction, interference in the HF band (< 30 MHz) used for international communication is essentially independent of location on Earth. Reflections from ionized trails are a well-known effect [e.g., 16], and such reflected interference is easily detectable by even modest radio telescopes [e.g., 17].

In contrast, while the Moon has a plasma layer due to solar irradiation during the lunar day, its density, and therefore its critical frequency, is much lower than that of Earth. The critical frequency is not expected to exceed 1 MHz, and typically is closer to 0.3 MHz (§II.III). Further, this ionized layer disappears during lunar night.

II. SCIENCE WITH RADIO FREQUENCY ANTENNAS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE

II.1 Cosmic Dawn and the Dark Ages

Following recombination at a redshift $z = 1100$, about 370,000 years after the Big Bang, the Universe entered a largely neutral state in which the dominant baryonic component of the intergalactic medium (IGM) was neutral hydrogen (H I). By a redshift $z \sim 7$, about 1 billion years after the Big Bang, observations with a combination of ground- and space-based telescopes are showing that the precursors of modern-day galaxies existed and were beginning to re-ionize the surrounding H I [18,19, Fig. 1]; analysis of data
from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) suggests that the Reionization process is likely to have been an extended process, potentially beginning at $z \sim 12$, as early as a few hundred million years after the Big Bang [20]. Future observations with James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) have the potential to probe to $z = 15–20$, but only at radio wavelengths is there the likelihood of probing to earlier times.

The New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics Decadal Survey, conducted by the U.S. National Research Council (NRC), highlighted the importance of obtaining measurements during this phase of the Universe by identifying “Cosmic Dawn” as one of the three science objectives guiding the science program for the 2010–2020 decade [21]. The Decadal Survey further identified the Epoch of Reionization as a science frontier discovery area with the opportunity for “transformational comprehension, i.e., discovery,” and “What were the first objects to light up the Universe and when did they do it?” was identified as a frontier science question.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the evolution of the Universe. At the extreme left is the formation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) approximately 370,000 years after the Big Bang, and at the extreme right is the current epoch, approximately 13.7 billion years after the Big Bang. Depicted is the formation of the first stars and the bubbles of ionized gas that their radiation carved into the surrounding neutral hydrogen, the gradual merging of those bubbles, and the formation of the first galaxies, leading to the largely ionized Universe of today. (Adapted from Loeb [22].)

The H I atom produces a spectral line at a frequency of 1420 MHz (wavelength of 21 cm) due to a hyperfine interaction between the angular momenta of the constituent proton and electron in the ground level energy state of the atom. This (redshifted) spin–flip (21 cm) hyperfine transition of H I presents a powerful means to track the influence of the first ionizing and heating sources on the IGM, potentially even tracing the evolution of the Universe before the first stars ignited.

Figure 2 shows the expected strength of the 21 cm H I line, relative to the CMB, over the redshift range of approximately 6–100 ($= 15$ million years to 1 billion years after the Big Bang), from when the excitation (spin) temperature of the H I transition tracks that of the gas kinetic temperature ($z \sim 100$) to the late times of Reionization ($z \sim 6$). During this time, the strength of the H I signal depends upon the temperature of the gas and the fraction of neutral hydrogen, quantities that both are affected by the time and rate at which the first ionizing and heating sources form.

The 21 cm intensity or brightness temperature of an IGM gas parcel at a redshift $z$, relative to the cosmic microwave background (CMB), is [24,25]

$$
\delta T \approx 25 \, \text{nK} \, x_{HI} \, (1 + \delta) \left[ \frac{1 + z}{10} \right]^{1/2} \times \left[ 1 - \frac{T_{CMB}(z)}{T_s} \right] \frac{H(z)}{1 + z} \left| \frac{dv}{dr} \right|.
$$

Here $x_{HI}$ is the neutral fraction, $\delta$ is the fractional IGM overdensity in units of the mean, $T_{CMB}$ is the CMB temperature, $T_s$ is the spin (or excitation) temperature of this transition, $H(z)$ is the Hubble constant, and $\left| \frac{dv}{dr} \right|$ is the line-of-sight velocity gradient.

All four factors contain unique astrophysical information. The dependence on $\delta$ traces the development of cosmic structure, while the velocity gradient incorporates line-of-sight “redshift-space distortions” that separate aspects of the cosmological and astrophysical signals. The other two factors depend strongly on the ambient radiation fields in the early Universe: the ionizing background for $x_{HI}$ and a
combination of the ultraviolet background (which mixes the 21 cm level populations through the Wouthuysen-Field effect) and the X-ray background (which heats the gas) for $T_e$.

Fig. 2: Evolution of the 21 cm H I global signal, relative to the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The ordinate is the brightness temperature of the redshifted 21 cm signal, and the bottom (top) abscissa is the redshift (frequency, given the rest frame frequency of 1420 MHz). The thick black curve is a notional model, with the first star formation occurring at redshift $z \sim 30$, and in which the IGM is ionized by $z \sim 6$. Other curves illustrate a range of models for galaxy formation consistent with observational constraints [23]. Three epochs can be defined, the Dark Ages ($z \sim 30-200$), the First Stars and Cosmic Dawn ($z \sim 15-30$), and the Epoch of Reionization ($z \sim 6-15$).

Several epochs in the evolution of the H I signal can be identified, but these are currently essentially unconstrained by observations.

**The Dark Ages ($z > 30$)**: Before the first stars and galaxies formed, the HI gas was influenced only by gas collisions and absorption of CMB photons. The gas cooled rapidly as the Universe expanded, and the resulting cold temperatures cause the 21 cm signal to appear in absorption. As the Universe expanded, the decreased gas density reduced the collision rate, and absorption of CMB photons drove the $T_e$ into equilibrium with $T_{CMB}$. Consequently, the magnitude of the 21 cm absorption decreased and eventually disappeared by $z \sim 30$.

**First Stars and Cosmic Dawn ($30 > z > 22$)**: Shortly thereafter, the first stars appeared ($z \sim 30$).

Via the Wouthuysen-Field effect, the absorption and re-emission of their ultraviolet radiation drove $T_e$ toward the kinetic temperature of the IGM gas, which remained well below $T_{CMB}$ and resulted in a deep 21 cm absorption trough.

**First Accreting Black Holes ($22 > z > 13$)**: Black holes likely formed at this time, e.g., as remnants from the first stars. Due to their intense gravity, gas falling into them would have been accelerated, shock heated, and began to radiate X-rays. At this time, the IGM gas was extremely cold ($\sim 10$ K), and the energetic X-ray photons from the accreting black holes began to heat it. This heating transformed the spin-flip signal from absorption into emission as the gas became hotter than the CMB.

**Hot, Bubble Dominated Epoch ($13 > z > 6$)**: Also known as the Epoch of Reionization, once the gas became hot, the emission saturated, until photons from these stars and black holes started ionizing the gas in giant bubbles within the IGM. The rapid destruction of the neutral gas during Reionization then eroded the 21 cm signal.

**Fully Ionized Universe ($z < 6$)**: Once the Epoch of Reionization completed and the neutral gas was destroyed, the 21 cm spin-flip signal disappeared.

There are two approaches for measuring the H I signal, which vary depending upon the assumed angular resolution and consequently the required sensitivity of the instrument or telescope [25,23,26].

II.I.I The Sky-Averaged 21 cm Signal

The sky-averaged 21 cm spectrum (Figure 2) is the most basic quantity of physical interest. Due to the cosmological redshift, each observed frequency corresponds to a different cosmic epoch, allowing the development of structure in the Universe to be traced. Figure 2 shows that the different era identified in the previous section imprint distinct features—Turning Points—on the 21 cm spectrum. Crucially, our current understanding of the properties of the first galaxies and black holes is especially poor, with reasonable models providing variations over several orders of magnitude in their parameters. Pritchard & Loeb [27] built upon earlier models [28] to quantify the uncertainties and determine the relevant range of frequencies at which these features might occur.

The primary challenge in observing this sky-averaged background is separating the cosmological signal from the low radio frequency background. Harker et al. [29] have developed a detailed model of global signal observations accounting for instrumental effects, foregrounds, and the 21 cm signal. Applying a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, they explored the achievable bounds on
the positions of the signal turning points. This modeling is in the process of being tested against data from the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reionization Signal (EDGES) [30] and likely will form the basis for future, lower frequency observations, such as those around the Moon that we describe (§III).

II.II Fluctuations in the 21 cm Signal and Power Spectral Measurements

Complementing sky-averaged experiments are radio interferometric observations of 21 cm fluctuations. This approach allows one to measure the properties of individual structures, such as the ionized bubbles that fill the Universe during Reionization, either by mapping them or through their statistical properties. It is therefore much more powerful than the sky-averaged signal, but it is also much more difficult to measure because the signal from each structure is extraordinarily small. Experimental data is just starting to become available from the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER) [31] and the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) [32] experiments, which will guide understanding of instrumental systematics in the future.

These measurements will constram models of the first luminous sources to form in the Universe, and theoretical progress on predicting them has already informed work on the high-redshift Universe in other contexts. For example, the same ultraviolet radiation that excites the 21 cm signal also suppresses primordial star formation, so that observing the 21 cm signal helps us to understand the earliest phases of galaxy formation [33]. Recent theoretical work also underscores the need for observational constraints. Dalal et al. [34] predict that a velocity offset between gas and dark matter in the early Universe substantially delays structure formation, and it may dramatically amplify the 21 cm signal itself. Only measurements can distinguish among the competing theoretical predictions.

II.II Space Weather and Particle Acceleration

High-energy particle acceleration occurs in diverse astrophysical environments including the Sun and other stars, supernovae, black holes, and quasars. The mechanisms and sites of this acceleration remain poorly understood, in particular the roles of shock waves and magnetic reconnection. Within the inner heliosphere—an interval of 1–10 solar radii from the Sun—solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are efficient particle accelerators.

Low radio frequency observations are an excellent remote diagnostic because electrons accelerated by these structures can produce intense radio bursts. The intensities of these bursts make them easy to detect, as well as providing information about the acceleration regions. The radio burst mechanisms discussed here involve emission at the local plasma frequency or its harmonics. (See also §II.III.) With a model for the electron density, the emission frequency can be converted into a height above the corona, and a changing frequency can be converted into radial speed.

Solar radio bursts are one of the primary remote signatures of electron acceleration in the inner heliosphere, and our focus is on two specific kinds, Type II and Type III radio bursts. Type II bursts originate from supra-thermal electrons ($E > 100$ eV) produced at shocks. These shocks generally are produced by CMEs as they expand into the heliosphere with Mach numbers greater than unity. Emission from a Type II burst drops slowly in frequency as the shock moves away from the Sun into lower density regions at speeds of 400–2000 km s$^{-1}$. Type III bursts are generated by fast (2–20 keV) electrons from magnetic reconnection. As the fast electrons escape at a significant fraction of the speed of light into the heliosphere along magnetic field lines, they produce emission that drops rapidly in frequency.

Electron densities in the inner heliosphere mean that the relevant radiation emission frequencies are below 10 MHz [35,36], and Bougeret et al. [38] present several examples that illustrate the active low radio frequency environment in space, as measured by the non-imaging WAVES instrument on the Wind spacecraft.$^1$

Observations must be conducted from space because the ionosphere is opaque in this frequency range, and there are key questions that can only be addressed by an imaging instrument:

**Acceleration at Shocks:** Observations of CMEs near Earth suggest electron acceleration generally occurs where the shock normal is perpendicular to the magnetic field [38], similar to acceleration at planetary bow shocks and other astrophysical sites. This geometry may be unusual in the corona, where the magnetic field is largely radial. Geometric arguments suggest that the shocks at the front of CMEs generally have a quasi-parallel geometry (Q-||). Acceleration along the flanks of the CME, where the magnetic field–shock normal is quasi-perpendicular (Q-\perp) would seem to be a more likely location for the electron acceleration and Type II emission, but both Q-|| and Q-\perp have been proposed as mechanisms for Type II emission [e.g., 39, 40].

**Electron and Ion Acceleration:** Observations at 2–15 MHz made with the Wind spacecraft showed

---

$^1$ For more recent work, see the SWAVES Web site, http://swaves.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
that complex Type III bursts (also called Type III-L) are highly correlated with CMEs and intense (proton) solar energetic particle (SEP) events observed at 1 AU [41,42,43]. While the association between Type III-L bursts, proton SEP events, and CMEs is now secure, the electron acceleration mechanism remains poorly understood. Two competing sites for the acceleration have been suggested: at shocks in front of a CME or in reconnection regions behind a CME.

**CME Interactions and Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) Intensity:** Unusually intense radio emission can occur when successive CMEs leave the Sun within 24 hours, as if CME interaction can produce enhanced particle acceleration [44,45,46]. Statistically associated with intense SEP events [47], this enhanced emission could result from more efficient acceleration due to changes in field topology, enhanced turbulence, or the direct interaction of the CMEs. The lack of radio imaging makes it difficult to determine the nature of the interaction.

II. III Lunar Atmosphere

Speculations on and attempts to measure a lunar atmosphere started as early as the 19th Century [e.g., 48,49]. Prior to the Space Age, radio astronomical measurements of lunar occultations [50] were used to suggest a tenuous atmosphere, which quickly led to the identification of various sources [51], including one still considered plausible, namely the outgassing of primordial gasses. It was also recognized that its tenuous nature meant the lunar atmosphere would be strongly influenced by its environment, e.g., exposure to the solar wind [52]. By the time of the *Apollo* missions, the major properties of the lunar atmosphere were elucidated as well as the recognition that even modest human activity could alter it substantially [53]. Reviews of the state of knowledge at the close of the *Apollo* era indicate significant advances regarding the composition, sources and sinks, and influences on the lunar atmosphere but also many remaining questions [e.g., 54,55].

*Apollo* Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) measurements found a surface photoelectron layer with electron densities up to $10^4$ cm$^{-3}$ [56]. Dual-frequency radio occultation measurements from the Soviet Luna spacecraft suggest that the ionosphere's density is highly variable and can extend to significant altitudes, exceeding $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$ well above 10 km (Fig. 3). However, the interpretation of the Luna data is model dependent, as Bauer [57] concluded that they were consistent with no significant ionosphere. Exposed to both the solar and interstellar radiation fields, the lunar atmosphere is mostly ionized, and we use the terms *atmosphere* and *ionosphere* interchangeably.

![Fig. 3: Lunar ionosphere electron densities derived from radio occultation measurements with the Luna 19 and Luna 22 spacecraft [58,59]. Horizontal lines show implied plasma frequencies.](image)

There has been a series of spacecraft-based remote sensing efforts to measure the lunar ionosphere. Pluchino et al. [61] performed dual-frequency (2.2 and 8.4 GHz) occultation observations of the SMART-1, *Cassini*, and Venus Express spacecraft, and one of the experiments on the Japanese SELENE (KAGUYA) mission used dual-frequency measurements (2.2 and 8.5 GHz) [62]. An increase in the electron density on the solar illuminated side of the Moon has been observed, consistent with expectations for a lunar ionosphere.

A significant, and acknowledged, systematic error for these (or any) spacecraft measurements is the transmission through the terrestrial ionosphere. The observational methodology is to transmit signals from the spacecraft to a ground station, with the signals passing through both the lunar and terrestrial ionospheres. With typical densities of $10^6$ cm$^{-3}$, the magnitude of the terrestrial contribution is much larger than that of any lunar contribution. spacecraft-based remote sensing ultimately is limited by the extent to which the (much larger) terrestrial ionospheric contribution can be estimated and removed.

Further, the density of the lunar ionosphere should vary dramatically, due to a variety of influences including the diurnal solar illumination changes, immersion in the Earth’s magnetosphere, changes over a solar cycle, and even exhaust from landers. However, many of these spacecraft measurements of the lunar ionosphere suffer from relatively short mission durations, in some cases consisting of only a single epoch. The importance of such measurements is discussed in the NRC report *The Scientific Context for the Exploration of the*
Moon [63], which identified the “Lunar Environment,” particularly the fact that the lunar atmosphere presents the nearest example of a surface boundary exosphere, as one of four guiding themes for science-based exploration. From this theme, the report develops a set of science goals, including “Determine the global density, composition, and time variability of the fragile lunar atmosphere before it is perturbed by further human activity.” This report also notes that the Moon may continue to outgas and that the lunar atmosphere, as it is coupled to the solar wind, is a dynamic system. As such, long-term monitoring is required to understand its properties. Finally, as a surface boundary exosphere, studies of the Moon are likely to inform processes occurring on Mercury, other moons, asteroids, and potentially even Kuiper Belt objects. These themes and goals are echoed in the NRC report Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013–2022 [64].

Determining and tracking the properties of the lunar atmosphere both robustly and over time requires a lunar-based methodology by which the atmosphere can be monitored over multiple day-night cycles. A robust, lunar surface-based method for monitoring the properties of the lunar atmosphere is relative ionospheric opacity measurements or riometry. This technique exploits the absorption that occurs at frequencies below the plasma frequency to determine the plasma frequency and, from that, the plasma density.

A lunar relative ionospheric opacity meter or riometer would measure the spectrum of a broadband reference emitter with a known spectrum observed through the lunar atmosphere. By monitoring the plasma frequency, a lunar riometer could track temporal changes in the density. The standard reference emitter is the synchrotron emission from the Milky Way Galaxy that is generated by relativistic electrons spiraling in its magnetic field. This Galactic emission has the favorable properties of being extremely well characterized, broadband, and constant in time. Rimeters have been used for decades, in remote and hostile environments, for tracking the properties of Earth’s ionosphere.

Finally, if the plasma frequency of the lunar atmosphere is sufficiently high, it could affect measurements of space weather and particle acceleration measurements (§III.II) by limiting the lowest frequencies accessible from the surface of the Moon.

II.IV Magnetospheric Emissions from Extrasolar Planets

The magnetic polar regions of the Earth and the solar system giant planets host intense electron cyclotron masers generated by interactions between solar wind-powered currents and planetary magnetospheric fields (Fig. 4). Empirical relations for solar system planets suggest that extrasolar planetary radio emission may be detectable [65], and the emission frequencies of some planets may be in the range relevant to Cosmic Dawn studies [e.g., 66].

The dynamo currents generating a planet’s magnetic field arise from differential rotation, convection, compositional dynamics, or a combination of these in the planet’s interior. Consequently, knowledge of the planetary magnetic field places constraints on a variety of planetary properties, some of which will be difficult to determine by other means.

**Planetary Interiors:** For the solar system planets, the composition of the conducting fluid ranges from liquid iron in the Earth’s core to metallic hydrogen in Jupiter and Saturn to perhaps a brine in Uranus and Neptune. Radio detection of an extrasolar planet, combined with an estimate of the planet’s mass and radius, could constrain the planet’s internal composition.

**Planetary rotation:** The rotation of a planet imposes a periodic modulation on the radio emission, as the emission is beamed in the direction of the local magnetic field and will change if the magnetic and spin axes of the planet are not aligned. For all of the giant planets in the solar system, this modulation defines their rotation periods.

**Planetary Satellites:** In addition to being modulated by its rotation, Jupiter’s radio emission is affected by the presence of its satellite Io, and more weakly by Callisto and Ganymede. Modulations of planetary radio emission may reveal the presence of a satellite.

**Atmospheric retention:** If the thermal velocity of molecules in a planet’s atmosphere is sufficiently less than the planet’s escape velocity, the planet will retain its atmosphere. For a planet immersed in a stellar wind, non-thermal atmospheric loss mechanisms can be important [67], as the typical stellar wind particle has a supra-thermal velocity. If directly exposed to a stellar wind, a planet’s atmosphere can erode more quickly. Based on Mars Global Surveyor observations, this erosion process is thought to have been important for Mars’ atmosphere and oceans [68,69].

**Habitability:** A magnetic field may determine the habitability of a planet by deflecting cosmic rays [e.g., 70]. In addition to its effect on the atmosphere, if the cosmic ray flux at the surface of an otherwise habitable planet is too large, it could cause cellular damage or frustrate the origin of life altogether.
dissipation [e.g., 72] to stars showing apparently magnetically-generated star-planet interactions [73]. However, the range of estimated field strengths varies immensely, from 10% that of Jupiter to several times that of Jupiter, sometimes for the same object!

III. Lunar Surface Radio Antennas and Telescopes

Studies of the Cosmic Dawn and Dark Ages offer a significant scientific return—tracking the evolution of the Universe and the growth of the first structure over much of its first billion years—a duration of the Universe’s history that will not be able to be probed in another other manner. The most powerful means of tracking this evolution is via a power spectral analysis of the highly redshifted 21 cm signal (§II.II), which will require a large telescope array on the far side of the Moon. We now summarize a roadmap for the development of the technical capability for such a large array, which involves a series of ever more complex and powerful antennas and arrays, culminating in a radio telescope array for Cosmic Dawn and Dark Ages studies (Table I); see also Jester & Faleke [74]. We do not discuss on-going ground-based work for studies of the Epoch of Reionization, Cosmic Dawn, and the Dark Ages (but see §§II.I and II.II), though they will clearly be extremely valuable in providing early detections, particularly at the relatively “low” redshifts of the Epoch of Reionization, and developing techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Science Motivation</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dimensions / Number of Antennas</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage Ia</td>
<td>Lunar Orbiter</td>
<td>Cosmic Dawn</td>
<td>Near or far side</td>
<td>40–120 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunar Atmosphere Probe Station</td>
<td>Lunar atmosphere</td>
<td>~1 m 1 antenna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Ib</td>
<td>Cosmology Dipole</td>
<td>Cosmic Dawn</td>
<td>~10 m 1 antenna</td>
<td>0.1–3 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Observatory on the Lunar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface for Solar studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage II</td>
<td></td>
<td>Space weather and</td>
<td>Near or far side</td>
<td>40–120 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>particle acceleration</td>
<td>~1 km 100 antennas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage III</td>
<td>Lunar Radio Array</td>
<td>Cosmic Dawn and</td>
<td>Far side</td>
<td>1–10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dark Ages</td>
<td>~10 km 10^5 antennas</td>
<td>20–120 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Roadmap for lunar surface antennas and telescope arrays.

III.I Stage Ia: Lunar Orbiter

Early investigations into Cosmic Dawn, accessing the radio shielded zone behind the Moon and at frequencies at which terrestrial ionospheric absorption is likely to become significant, can be done on an orbiting satellite. In this concept, data would be acquired while above the far side of the Moon and downlinked to the Earth while above the near side. Such a mission has the advantage that it
allows for initial science pathfinding accessing the radio shielded zone and does not require the additional complexity of a lander. However, the need for orbital control requires on-board consumables and likely limits the duration of such a mission. One such concept for a lunar orbiter probing into Cosmic Dawn is the Dark Ages Radio Explorer (DARE, Fig. 5) [75].

Fig. 5: Artist’s conception of the Dark Ages Radio Explorer (DARE), a lunar orbiting mission for studying Cosmic Dawn.

III.II Stage Ib: Lunar Surface Antenna

On the surface of the Moon, a single antenna could be used to conduct one of two science observations, depending upon its location. A single antenna would also be a valuable technology demonstration toward a future, larger array of many antennas. This stage could proceed in parallel with a lunar orbiting mission.

If located on the near side, the antenna would serve as a monitor of the properties of the lunar ionosphere. If located on the far side, the antenna could serve as a complement to an orbiting mission. Of course, an antenna on the far side would require a means of relaying the data back to Earth, but, if conducted in conjunction with human exploration activities, such a relay satellite may be available.

An attractive technology for a lunar surface antenna (and a future array of antennas, see below) is a polyimide film-based dipole (Fig. 6). In this concept, a conductor is deposited on polyimide film, which is rolled for transport to the lunar surface and then deployed on the lunar surface simply by unrolling. Polyimide film has a long spaceflight heritage, and initial tests indicate that it is capable of significant exposure on the lunar surface [76]. A number of tests of polyimide film-based antennas have shown that they have an acceptable electrical performance (e.g., antenna feedpoint impedance as a function of frequency).

A single antenna would be a small package, possible of being carried on a lander operated either by a national space agency or by a commercial entity; the Farside Explorer is one such concept [76]. There are multiple deployment options, including an autonomous rover, a telerobotically operated rover, a propelled javelin, an inflatable, or even an astronaut laying out the antenna (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6: Polyimide film-based dipole antenna. This antenna was used in a test of its electrical performance and absorption due to the terrestrial ionosphere was detected. Ongoing work is to move the antenna testing to a more realistic lunar analog environment.

Fig. 7: Artist’s conception of a single polyimide film-based dipole being deployed on the lunar surface by a rover. In this view, the dipole would be deployed on the near side for studies of the lunar ionosphere. A dipole deployed on the lunar far side could be used for studies of Cosmic Dawn that would parallel those that could be done with a lunar orbiter. Alternate deployment mechanisms have also been considered.
III. III Stage II: Radio Observatory on the Lunar Surface for Solar Studies (ROLSS)

An intermediate scale radio telescope array would be suitable for conducting solar studies, observing the radio emission from solar system planets, and potentially the radio emission from extrasolar planets. This telescope could usefully be located on the near side of the Moon because the frequencies of interest are ones for which Earth-based transmitters are partially or completely blocked by absorption from the Earth's ionosphere.

The primary requirement for such an array is that it is capable of imaging the particle acceleration and space weather events at the frequencies of interest. Current, single antenna instruments have limited imaging capabilities. In turn, the technical requirements on such an array are for it to have a number of antennas with a range of separations sufficient to deliver the required angular resolution and imaging fidelity at the frequencies of interest. The required angular resolution is approximately 2° at frequencies below 10 MHz, implying an array dimension of order 1 km (Table 1).

The Radio Observatory on the Lunar Surface for Solar Studies (ROLSS) is a concept that meets these requirements [77]. It consists of three arms, in a Y configuration, with each arm containing 16 antennas in an approximately logarithmic radial distribution from the center of the array. Antenna electronics, data acquisition, and avionics would be housed in a central electronics package at the center of the array.

Such an array obtains acceptable imaging performance. However, the initial design of a Y configuration was designed to be simple to deploy in a limited time by astronauts on the lunar surface using a crewed rover. Such a configuration also has the advantage that transmitting the signals from the antennas to the central electronics package is straightforward; the transmission lines can be run alongside or incorporated into the polyimide film supporting the dipole antennas.

Higher fidelity imaging performance likely could be obtained by distributing the dipole antennas without the restriction of three linear arms. In this scenario, the antennas could be deployed by a rover, operating either autonomously or telerobotically. Antennas could be deployed either individually or in small groups, along with the associated electronics for each, though the total number of antennas deployed (50–100) would still be required.

III. IV Stage III: Lunar Radio Telescope Array

The full power of the 21 cm cosmological signal, over the full range of cosmic epochs (redshifts), can only be exploited by making (angular) power spectral measurements of the 21 cm fluctuations (§II.II). The combination of angular resolution and sensitivity means that an array is the most cost-effective manner of conducting these measurements, and the array will have to be located on the far side of the Moon in order to be shielded from the intense terrestrial radio frequency interference.

As Table 1 summarizes, the resulting array dimensions are of order 10 km, with at least 10⁷ antennas operating below 100 MHz. The Lunar Radio Array is a concept for such an array [78]. It will benefit immensely from the technology development provided by LAPs and ROLSS and the science pathfinding provided by ground-based telescopes and a lunar orbiter such as DARE. Further, many of the technical developments required for the LRA would benefit other NASA missions. Such technologies include low-power electronics; autonomous, low power generation; and high payload-to-rover mass ratios for rovers. Deployment of the LRA will require capable rovers, though potentially with human oversight. A complementary concept, though focused on somewhat lower frequencies, was the Very Low Frequency Array [79].

IV. Exploration Relevance

There are three primary ways that the set of science observations and associated telescopes and instruments described here are potentially relevant to human exploration efforts.

Plasma Environment and Surface Charging: There is the possibility that the lunar surface exhibits significant charging, which could be a generic property of airless bodies. Discharge or arcing of accumulated charge could cause considerable damage to electronics, particularly if connected to cables with significant linear extents. Lunar surface antennas will have to be designed to survive the plasma environment and can serve as a test bed for mitigation and electronic survival strategies.

Deployment of Packages During Operations: Lunar surface antennas have to be deployed over potentially significant distances from the electronics (~100 m). Concepts being developed include rovers, spring-loaded javelins, and inflatable mechanisms, all of which may have applicability to a wider range of both science and human exploration packages.

Telerobotic Operations: Astronauts deploying lunar surface antennas or arrays could test concepts for remote operations that might be applicable for future missions to near-Earth
objects (NEOs) or Mars. Burns et al. [80] describe one such mission concept, involving a crewed vehicle at the Earth-Moon Lagrange 2 point operating a rover on the far side.
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